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Hiroshima
Jacob Pritchett
The sun rises fiercely today,
sends ripples across lazy clouds.
		
Birds and sky melt into one
			
spectacular blaze,
				
vermillion velvet,
					
iron from a cosmic forge,
						the world sears.
A carpenter gazes skyward,
		
his ladder leaning
			
just next to him,
				
wondering if he’ll make it
						to the top
							before noon.
A schoolgirl jumps
		
rope tied to a hydrant
			
until she thirsts for water.
				
her skin thirsts for water,
					yet her shadow jumps rope.
A sow wanders the street
		
wondering for the first time
				where she is
					
in the human city,
						
so brilliant,
							so hot.
A man sits on stone steps
		
and watches his world shine
			
like it never has before.
				What stars would dare
					challenge ours?
						Its perpetual fusion
							
screams across the dry abyss,
								its voice lost in a vacuum.
But this dawn roared,
like the sun could scream.
			Finally
				after billions of years
					spent suffocating.
And somewhere overhead
		
in the turbulent sea of sky,
			
a plane glints in the dawn’s
				
dying rays,
					leaving mere shadows
						behind its swelling contrails.
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Sawgrass Dreams // Katrina Bobson
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The Things I Kept
Annabelle Norton
A copy of the Odyssey
Or the Iliad
I’m not quite sure
I left it at home
“A Case of You” by
Joni Mitchell, pouring out
Of me into
These lines
A pair of stolen
polished dimes
Asking to dance
in the morning time
Being
Lost
In his
Building after dark
Petals pressed from a
Damask rose
Two years old
Stem dry in
The vase
An empty bottle of wine
Two petals, yellow,
From the park
A fire escape from
Which someone missed
Me in New Jersey
A red hard
Candy if you can
Believe it
And an elevator going up
Everything else
Is being
Resold
At Goodwill if you
Would like to find it

Idyllic Flux // Timothy Rewis
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They Won’t Miss You When You Die (A Eulogy for Mother Earth)
Brayden Kimbrough
I do hate to say to that more beautiful than I
That they won’t miss you when you die
But they won’t miss you when you die
Victim of the fast consumer,
Parasite,
And tried abuser
Searching for an answer
Without any reason why
Noble in your green intention
Overrun by intervention
Needle in the arm
Or a dagger through the eye
Quicker than they could deface you
Now they’re racing to replace you
Muck into the atmosphere
And smog into the sky
I do hate to say to that more beautiful than I
That they won’t miss you when you die
But they won’t miss you when you die
Letters of apologies from billionaire bureaucracies
The irony of signing off
And letting the sparks fly
Contaminating what lays sacred
The ninety-nine cannot erase it
All our fates decided by the few who roll the die
Puppeteering mutilations
And artificial information
All subduing
Our undoing
Truth to every lie
All the while the grass lay greener
In a land of manmade features
Only until you come to find
It’s blackened on both sides.

McWay Falls // Jennifer Hernandez-Argueta
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Love Letter to Italy
Kyla Hill
Newly sixteen,
we traversed my mother’s land;
surely I would love her.
Ireland:
graveyard of ancestors, whisperings
trapped underneath emerald valleys,
crushed by thickly spread guilt,
seashells bright blue on ashen shore.
Our women

Bells rung in God’s turret above,
humming the pulsing,
beating heartbeat of Florence.
A group of Hare Krishna
with unkempt ponytails and orange robes came
chanting, melodious and vibrantbronze and honeyed.
Cracked hands on a drum.
The colors there: thickly spread, inside cathedrals,
cobblestone pathways, and hide strung drums.
I am lost, still, among the shades.

heard the call –
caked
in Kelly green famine. “Do not forget
your roots.” I felt it,
in my heart, but more so
in my bones. It was cold. I remember that.
She was frozen,
paralyzed by haunted faces
of freckled men cheering in Renvyle Pub
who could not forget their war
and my mother
curling my hair for feiseanna I never won,
hips purple from plexi-glass shattering
and barren lands on my milky skin
where duct tape ripped them clean.
I was Ireland. I had embraced that.
I would hate Italy.
I thought
sun baked clay and unending ochre
would blanket my eyes,
overwhelm my melancholy sentiment.
Yet Italy, her hidden alleys
drenched in olive soaked lovers,
painted ceramic tile villages, and little old women
calling to neighbors they knew from infancy;
she was warm.
I wanted to paint my world burnt sienna,
the exact ruddy brown of those
hearth streets.
Then, Ponte Vecchio mid-July:
the liveliness of earthy human ingenuity
buried under layers of packed dirt.
Cut by the Medici crossing and I, amidst
droves of vendors selling golden filigreed leather.
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The Green Lady // Dona Lord
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Feast for Narcissus
Meredith Olsson
Peach fuzz dripping
with juice and honey,
rivulets down
a cleft
chin like the hooves
of the goats who are scattered
on granite cliffs,
flat pupils flush on horizon,
narrowed towards apricot sun.
Citrus-sweet and sticky
words run thick down
throats, leave film on backs
of teeth, bite marks
on phrases and
nectarines. Raspberry vines like Ugolino’s sons
clutching ribs, and
goats’ praying bleats echo,
and I am Echo
repeating honeysuckle and wine.

North of Anchorage AK // Jennifer Hernandez-Argueta
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Lyuba
Meredith Stafford
Bitter springtime in Siberia,
she lay swaddled in snow.
The frozen riverbank a cradle,
the wind stung and winnowed.
The rough hands that found her
were neither gentle nor warm.
They deemed her carcass an omen,
small and shriveled and worn.
Thousands of years from home,
Little Lyuba, thirty-five days old,
preserved pristine as untrod snow,
seared and burnt by the cold.
Riveted by the mammoth calf,
sled dogs slavered and frothed;
she, lying so still in her repose while
they craved her skin to be soft.
Crumpled on the steppe of her childhood,
a breastfed baby too young to wean,
her mother’s milk still pooled in
her belly, a cold, dark grotto unseen.
That cruel day that she went under,
floundering as she drowned,
she’d shivered and fought the riptide of mud
as it drank her down.
When at last found in her slumber,
no tenderness greeted her on this side
as she was stripped from her grave and
sent aloft, rattling through the skies.
Sparse fur stiff with chemicals,
in a little glass house sit her remains.
The peering eyes and pressing hands
far from her own tundral plains.
Rechristened as “love” in a modern tongue,
resounding echoes through time
of a mother’s love that failed to save
on the day long ago when she died.
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Crystal Bubbles // Katrina Bobson
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The Highway
Emma Buoni
The interstate wasn’t meant to be so dark and lonely, even in the dead of night.
Sickly orange lamps lit the way, and Mia’s brights were on. The sky was clear, and a full winter moon illuminated
her path, but it felt as though the darkness swallowed the light, an ever hungry beast that was never satisfied, always
hunting.
Music played through the speakers of the car, relaxing and hopeful, but any comfort it offered seemed to be
swallowed up by the non-stop rattling of the mini cooper, protesting the high speed demands of the open road. Mia
didn’t allow it to stop - she was too close to home now.
The music faded out, and for a moment, all she heard was the uncomfortable noises of her car, sounding strangely
like wheezing.
The next song began, one with a loud intro filled with crashing cymbals and squealing guitar. It nearly covered up
a different noise, but not quite.
Distinctly, there was a thump in the trunk.
Mia’s blood ran cold, and she immediately reached out, muting the music to try and hear the noise again, but all
she heard was the metallic shaking of her poor car. She swallowed, trying to take a deep breath to stop her heart
from pounding. She couldn’t afford to break down on the side of the road - not at this time of night.
Not for the first time, she cursed herself for staying at her friend’s house so late. She hated driving in the dark,
but they had been insistent, and everytime Mia had gotten up to leave, she found herself dragged back into another
conversation. At least she hadn’t had anything to drink - the last thing she wanted was to call an Uber this late.
Although, now, completely alone, she thought company might not be so bad.
Traffic had been bad at first, making the already long trek home worse, and by the time she finally got home, there
would be barely any point in going to sleep. She never took the interstate, but tonight she had swerved onto it in an
attempt to shorten her drive, if only slightly.
The song ended with a terrific crash, and this time, in the empty orange night, there was no denying what she
heard.
Thump.
It wasn’t coming from the car. This time, she was able to determine that the sound had come from the interior of
the trunk, like a single but insistent knock. The imagery of someone knocking sent a chill down Mia’s spine, and she
turned the music down, straining her ears and praying that she heard nothing else.
Thump. Thump. Thump-thump.
It was like an uneven heartbeat, unsure and erratic, but getting strong. Mia hazarded a panicked look in her rearview mirror, but all she could see behind her was blackness, the road devoured by the night. She was certain that the
road lamps were supposed to be stronger and white, not a rotten tangerine color.
Thump, thump, thump-thump-thump.
It was faster now, and Mia’s foot pressed harder on the gas as though she could outdrive a sound that was already
in her backseat. The car shook as though it were about to come apart piece by piece. The speedometer pushed seventy, eighty, ninety, and Mia had no idea what the speed limit was but she was sure she was going several miles over it.
But she would have been relieved if a cop pulled her over; at least she wouldn’t be so horribly alone.
The song was still playing, something about being watched, and the melody was far too peppy for the lyrics. Mia
swiped vaguely at the stereo, knocking the volume up by accident in the same moment she switched the station.
Loud, harsh static blasted through the speakers, and Mia yelped before she could stop herself, frantically pressing
random buttons to get the noise to stop. Her hand jerked on the wheel, and her tires shouted in protest and warning
as she swerved.
She slammed her foot on the brakes, and the tires squealed again. Her car skidded to a stop in the middle of the
interstate, and Mia turned the car off, panting and dizzy.
The thumping was gone.
She leaned her head against the steering wheel, trying to collect herself. There wasn’t anything in her trunk. There
couldn’t be, it was far too small.
And all the same, she knew she had heard something.
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Still stopped in the middle of the road, she stepped out, her keys gripped so tightly between her knuckles that the
grooves scraped her own skin. She took a shaking breath, standing outside her door, listening to the night.
She strained her ears for cars, for any signs of life near her, but all she could hear was the sound of her heartbeat
in her ears.
Crouching low to the ground, she crept towards the rear of her car, telling herself that there was absolutely no
way that there was anything dangerous in her trunk. It was silly to get so worked up over nothing. These assurances
did nothing to change how tightly she had her keys in her fists.
Taking one final deep breath to scrape up some courage, she threw open the trunk of her car and tensed, ready to
attack whatever was surely about to leap out at her.
But nothing did.
Her suitcase from a trip a few weeks ago was sitting in the trunk, having broken loose from the netting she had
wrapped around it to keep it from moving around. With still shaking hands, Mia reached out and pushed one of the
wheels of the suitcase. It hit the side of her trunk, making a thumping noise.
A wave of relief came over Mia, so strong it made her legs shake. She took a deep breath and let it out, pinching
the bridge of her noise and rubbing her eyes. She reached to close the trunk and paused.
Now that her panicked heartbeat wasn’t overpowering her senses anymore, she could hear other things.
Distantly, like an echo from another lifetime, she heard other cars. She heard the road lamps buzzing weakly, as if on
their deathbed.
But loudest of all, she heard raspy breathing behind her.
Mia found she wasn’t alone anymore.
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Denali Peak 20k ft // Jennifer Hernandez-Argueta
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Excerpts from 29
Noah Isherwood
The front yard is no place for an outhouse. What had inspired my great-great grandfather John Rowe to build
the shack of oblation mere paces from the front stoop of his hunting cabin is beyond comprehension. The outhouse
sat in a place of pride, visible from the windows of the camp under a massive white pine on a knoll in the clearing’s
edge. Upon mornings when John took his daily constitutional with the L.L. Bean catalog, his bony legs could be
seen through a gap in the door, which hung crooked on its one and a half functional hinges. At Camp 29, the privy
was somehow a centerpiece.
For John’s grandson, my own Gramp, moving the shack to its proper place behind the cabin was the first order of
business upon coming into his inheritance. He tore the ramshackle outdoor toilet down and filled the hole with lime
and gravel and dirt, erecting a new repository off behind the camp a few yards. In all my life, Gramp had only one
bad thing to say about Camp 29, that he had hated that front yard outhouse.
————————————————————————————
Fall is when the real business of 29 commences. Bird season opens October one and deer season the first of
November. This is the time when every weekend is spent at camp; if you can spare a week or two, spare it now. This
is when the woods are becoming still with anticipation and the wind has a sharpness to it. Geese stopover in the
Horseshoe before moving south and the squirrels begin storing food for winter. The deer and moose are in rut and
bucks and bulls wander widely in search of mates and challengers. Distant gunshots ring out now and again and you
wish them all luck, the men and the beasts.
The changing of the leaves induces a spirit of reverence; you are here to watch the yearly death of the forest.
The colors are vibrant but fleeting, and the soft autumn rain drives nearly all the leaves to ground by November.
The evergreens are salient now, as are the regal trunks of trees whose nakedness accentuates their foundational
beauty. The black alder, the rough beech, and the smooth elm flaunt their bark, stunning in the juxtaposition with
emptiness.
The restless weather and artistic surroundings call for long walks, firearm optional, sweater encouraged, and
blaze orange required. When your hands and nose begin to smart from a late afternoon breeze, it is time to return
to the fire and baked bean supper waiting at camp. 		
Sundown sneaks up on you, and it is dark before you are ready, so you stay up playing cribbage or gin rummy.
Then you curl up in your bunk and fall asleep listening to partridge drumming in the woods and dreaming of apple
pie for breakfast. When you walk out the door the next morning, there are fresh moose tracks in the yard. Autumn
is a fleeting pilgrim like the beast that passed you by in the night. And you slept on anyhow.
—————————————————————————————
The camp that I came to know as 29 was once simply a Maine logging camp. When you walk through the
immediate neighborhood of the cabin you can see the signs. There are old stone walls from the little horse barn.
Here is the well they dug to serve the horses and kitchen. All about the forest, under moss and ferns and fallen
spruce, are scattered bits and bobs of the wrack and wreckage of an old workplace, an axe head here, a file there.
John Rowe came upon the site sometime when he was working the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad, just over
the ridge from the camp. Glass insulators from the wires he hung along the track now hang on the camp walls,
remembering those days. That was when the railroad bed had tracks, and John would pump his pushcart up and
down repairing the electric and telegraph wires. That was when woodsmen like Bert Hussey cut birch and poplar to
make spools for the American Thread mills in Lakeview and later Milo. The camp remembers those days though
the lives that lived them have gone.
—————————————————————————————
I almost killed my grandfather when I was seven. Not on purpose, of course, but it nearly happened. We were
walking the camp road for partridge, Gramp leading the way and my brother Eli following me, all orange and
camouflage-bedecked and silent as the grave. I clutched the youth .410 at the ready for a target to present itself. I
remember the great drumming and the flash of gray on the right and two shots echoing in the wet autumn wood. I
don’t remember pulling the trigger. But I had, and I had directed my shot directly over Gramp’s shoulder. He told
me he got the bird, and to go find it, and I passed the smoking gun to Eli and crashed into the bush. I realized then
what I had done.
I entered a trance even as I found the warm body and the feathers strewn hither and yon under a beech. I knew
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what had just happened. I knew I had almost taken the life more precious to me than my own. And I wondered
then: what would have become of Eli and I, if my shot had found its mark? How would we get home? Who would
come down the secreted path to the camp and find two little boys huddled over the cold form of an old man with
birdshot in his brain?
Where would I hide?
Gramp took the bird from my hands and smiled down at me. I knew he didn’t know about our almost accident. I
knew Eli didn’t know, with the hot gun in his hands and the look of awe in his eyes. But I knew.
————————————————————————————
As long as I can remember, there has been a logbook on the table at Camp 29. It sits beside the wine bottle full
of lamp oil and a wick that Aunt Trudy made for Gramp. In it is the chronicle of the place, the comings and goings
of the camp and it’s denizens. When we would pack up the packbaskets at the close of a weekend, Gramp would
take a moment to write out what we had done and what we had seen. He took an old pen and dabbed it with his
tongue and recorded where we walked, what we ate, and anything else of import. Then he’d skim back through the
notebook, appearing to idly peruse the past until the Sunday sunlight would catch a glimmer in his eye, then he’d
stop and shut the book. He’d stand, gather the last of the things, and shoulder his pack and gun, looking over the
place one more time before locking the door. Then he’d say to us:
“Your father never stayed up here with me. I’m not sure why.”
————————————————————————————
If you walk towards the well and take a right at the crossroads where normally you would go straight on, you will
find a little-used road that leads down through a beaver bog. At the other end of that bog, the road climbs up to a
low ridge. At the top of this ridge, running along its spine, is the old Pine Road. In its heyday, the Pine Road was
a home to the tallest trees in that part of the forest, great white pines that towered over the spruce and maple and
birch below. At their feet were boulders covered in moss, tossed hither and yon by the last glacier that passed that
way.
The Pine Road was John Rowe’s favorite place to hunt deer. He and Gramp would walk up to the ridge and start
out in one direction or another until John found a spot he liked to sit. There, he would pull out his thermos and his
lunch pail from the railroad and have a cup of tea and an apple and maybe a bacon sandwich. Then he’d lay his
lever action gun off to his side and sit on that boulder and breathe in the scent of the pines. He would look around
at the giant trees’ regal gray trunks and the un-presumptuous green of their needles, the golden sunbeams sparking
between them to ground. Gramp sat beside him and wondered why he would sit there so long; they never saw a deer
on the Pine Road.
After awhile, John would get back up and stroll back down the path the way they’d come. When the boys asked
if they’d seen anything, Gramp would say no, and John would nod, knowing that he had seen exactly what he
intended.
————————————————————————————
Gramp once took my father to Herb Dunham’s camp at Barnard to stay a weekend. Dad was feeling just
under the weather, but not enough to stop him from hunting. My mother told Gramp to watch that my father was
comfortable, and Gramp obliged. The greatest single thing to ensure my father’s comfort was food, so Gramp
brought up two great big Del Monico steaks, baking potatoes, rolls, and green beans. My father himself brought up
two huge moose steaks from Uncle Nick. Together, they netted four partridges that afternoon, so all told, they had a
supper fit for kings awaiting them at camp.
Gramp cooked up the partridge breasts in bacon fat, a Northwoods aperitif equal only to deer heart or beaver
tail. He then cooked up the beefsteaks and the potatoes and the beans and the rolls, after which he was sated. My
father was not, and he cooked up both of the moose steaks before holding his belly and giving voice to his growing
regret. Gramp, not wanting him to be uncomfortable and knowing that he was taken with a mild cold, proceeded
to crank the wood stove up and up to its fiery peak of heat output, a practice he was (and is) well-known to repeat,
common cold or no. Gramp, congestion free and from gluttony unbothered lay out to sleep with a wry look to my
father, who by now was groaning in the sweltering camp.
It was the middle of the night when Gramp awoke to a great crash and thunder of wood and metal. He rubbed
his eyes and peered from the kitchen window into the yard, lit by a full November moon. There, in the middle of the
dooryard lay a metal camp bed with no blanket, thrown out the door, my father on top sleeping as peacefully as you
like.
And the snow began to fall.
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Lucent
Monique Ruedas
You are the moon, I think
A glowing ball of sheer beauty which leaves no eye unopened, no head unturned
(Even your deepest craters hold multitudes of resilience)
You exude nothing but brilliance and omnipotence
And I am the stars, this I know
I am destined to be the faint glowing whispers that encompass you
(For the universe is infallible, or did the philosophers presume it so?)
And you always know when it is time for the slivers of your soul
to seep into the melancholic night
I will be there waiting for your arrival and you mine
For such a fate has us forces of nature intertwined
(And you, my darling, shed light on all the places I never could)

Of the Wide Briny Sea
Parker Luellen
the soles of your feet became restless from running
we once ran away from the world
until you ran from me
never meant to wither me
i remembered our pinky promises under the moonlight
and how you once said my eyes were full of “escapism and femininity”
did you think those things when my hair slithered around your body?
did you learn nothing is more delicate than a woman’s hollow gaze?
eyes green, now filled with envy
envious of them who love you
never look unless i go to Rome
let them criticize the way i embraced you
never praised for turning you into stone
but merely Bernini who found you and commanded you art
valley sunsets are the only thing that doesn’t subdue me
never did i think when you forgot my origin
i would learn mine

Perpetual Flow // Timothy Rewis
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Cactus in a Bassinet
Matt Parks
A cactus in a bassinet
And raisins in the wind
Someone, tell the other siders
There is nothing here for them
May I dictate for the very last time
A tale in size and scale
When a Jester from the west or somewhere yonder learned to fail
He wasn’t just a joker see he knew a trick or two
For if he tuned pianos, every woman she would swoon
Soon he took to houses where he heard their chords at night
And waited until morning when the husbands left to fight
While the gentlemen soldiers moved up north and fought on the front lines
The Jester he would swoop in, and he’d ruin all their lives
It wasn’t just the notes he sang that brought these women to their knees
He had the diction of canaries and the whispers of a breeze
Before he had his filthy way or tickled any keys
He sang his wicked manifesto, within the key of G
You’ve never told a joke to me, yet all you women laugh
But now the Jester’s wrecking homes, and he’ll be laughing last

The Coward let the hour set and the beast could stand no more
So, JW left her soul behind with carnage and the war
He came upon his home and heard the music in the air
His daughter’s no pianist, but she’s all that he left there
The plantation’s land was yellow, the air thick with all misdeeds
JW the Coward heard the voice that sings in G
You’ve never told a joke to me, yet all you women laugh
But now the Jester’s wrecking homes, and he’ll be laughing last
And though you scream and cast me out
You can’t hold me off for long
Because I play the junk piano, now let me start into my song
A cactus in a bassinet
And raisins in the wind
Someone, tell the other siders
There is nothing here for them
JW kicked the wooden door and saw his daughter bound
He lifted up his rifle, and gunned the Jester to the ground
She cried and she attacked him, “Daddy he’s the man I loved.”
JW the Coward once more head to toe in blood
The Jester smiled posthumously; one last home he’d wrecked for fun
The daughter scrubbed JW’s hands when she found the Coward hung.

And though they scream and cast him out
They can’t hold him off long
Because he plays the junk piano, and he starts into a song
A cactus in a bassinet
And raisins in the wind
Someone, tell the other siders
There is nothing here for them
Though seriously serially he made his way through town
A slinger with no gun who brings plantations to the ground.
JW dropped his grey cap and it sunk deep in the mud
The horse he took was splattered by JW’s first blood
He washed his hands by fire light, though red stains don’t come out
Especially the crimson of your comrade downed with gout
JW rode back to town aback his crimson steed
The beast chewed at its bit, as there was nothing left to feed

An Udderly Handsome Friend // Nolan Scoretz
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Scavengers
Alexa Halpern

Critter at Balboa Park // Asa Daniels

24

When I was younger, maybe five or six, we visited the zoo for the first time.
I didn’t really like it much. Most of the animals were hiding in their man-made habitats—too high up or too
closed off to be seen. But it was for Stacy’s birthday, and at that age, it was a sign of honor to be invited to a
classmate’s party. So I shut my mouth and looked at the seemingly empty pens.
I don’t remember much from that trip, mainly the screaming boy who dropped his popcorn and the girl who had
her braid pulled by a tree limb. Yet, clear as rainwater, I remember staring into one cage, one that felt as large as Ms.
Brown’s first-grade classroom. I couldn’t see the animals inside, but rather the zebra carcass lying in the middle of the
decaying grass.
At the time, I thought it was real. After all, the way the kids pretended to retch made me believe it. But it was just
a prop, Stacy’s mom said. One to remind the animals of their true home rather than this despicable excuse of one.
Vultures, they were called. I immediately despised them. I couldn’t understand how horrid a creature must be to
allow another living animal to end up like this, splayed across the ground with its skin flayed off to reveal wooden ribs
painted eggshell white.
Whatever these animals were, they deserved to be locked away in this prison, never to see their homes again.
----This biology project was supposed to be fun, Mrs. Ether said, as if she failed to remember that projects were
projects, regardless of their level of entertainment. It was still a large portion of our grade. Even though middle
school grades didn’t matter as much as high school ones did, we still dreaded it.
She gave us the option to pick any animal, save for common ones that we already knew about, like dogs or cats.
I was scrolling through a list of animals and their corresponding pictures to discover one that struck a chord deep
within the confines of my chest. Some were especially interesting, like the jackals that were crude imitations of the
friendly pets many often loved. But I continued to swipe mindlessly, destined to find something memorable.
Just as my eyes began to lose focus from the constant blur of images and words, everything froze.
There was a vulture. Unlike the pen at the zoo from so long ago, the bird was displayed for the viewers to see.
And it was truly horrifying.
Brittle bones disguised a sheer layer of muddy charcoal wings—wings so large they looked as though they could
smother anyone in their way. Its beak was rounded, a soft curvature that molded itself into a point so sharp that it
could scratch diamond. Matted blood clung to the little scruffs of mangy feathers it had. A string of crimson was
tethered to the tip of its beak, hanging like a rope of saliva.
The image gripped me in a chokehold. My lungs burned, but my eyes refused to move away from the picture
glaring back at me. Its amber eyes—eyes that were weathered from time but had been whetted from prosperity—
bored into me, as though they were looking through my skin and inspecting my innards. Determining which pieces
of me to consume and which to leave for the next animal to pick through.
I shut the laptop, not even closing the page first. I
didn’t want to look at it any longer.
----After high school, I had practically forgotten about
the image from the library computer. I had more
important things to worry about.
The apartment kitchen permanently reeked of
musty air and cigarette smoke from the previous
owner. The bills piling up on the stained, cornsilk
yellow counters made me nauseous. I didn’t have the
money to pay for them, but I refused to allow the water or electricity to be turned off without a fight.
I fingered the edges of the envelopes, the red “final notice” stamped on them angry and impatient. I couldn’t force
myself to open them. Opening them would mean accepting they were real, accepting that I had to pay for them
eventually.
The apartment was overwhelming. The fear of the future and the lack of preparation on my own end made my
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head spin. I needed a break.
I tore the apartment key from the hook off the wall and snatched my wallet from the bowl beside the door. The
weather was frigid, but I couldn’t find it in myself to go back for a jacket. I would simply suffer through the cold.
Before I knew where I was going, my feet led me to the desolate park near my apartment complex. Long lost were
the days that children would flood the equipment with laughter and little bodies. The only dogs that would walk on
the cracked sidewalks nowadays were strays. The park had resorted to nothing more than drug deals and teenagers
groping each other in their cars in the solitude of the parking lot.
I took a seat on one of the benches that didn’t have too much bird feces on it. The wood was damp from the
previous day’s rain, but it didn’t bother me. The soft thrum of the streetlight beside me was soothing, and my dismal
attitude faded as the weight seemed to seep off my shoulders.
A pigeon moseyed over to my feet. Its little beak pecked at nothing,
and its eyes revealed no thoughts within its skull.
A smile pulled at my lips. There was something about birdwatching
that was comfortable. The animals didn’t mind the attention, and I
welcomed the distraction.
I wondered what it would be like to be a bird, flying thoughtlessly
above the clouds and my only concern where I would find food.
----Little did I know that that too would be my only concern one day.
Elbow-deep in the trash can behind the strip mall of fast-food
restaurants and soot-streaked retail shops, I prayed to anyone that was
listening to send me something. Anything.
My fingertips brushed a paper bag from one of the burger joints,
one not fully crumbled into a small ball. My heart sang. There could have been food inside, likely from a child who
claimed to no longer be hungry. I stretched as far as I could to reach it. Once I grabbed it, I yanked my arm out of
the trash can and clenched the bag as tightly as I could manage. Maybe there was no food in there, but there could
have been, and that was enough to give me even a fragment of hope. And these days, I craved hope, desperate for
even a sliver.
At that very moment, a woman stepped out of one of the boutiques and immediately met my gaze. My throat
was too dry for words, so I used my eyes to beg, to muster the sadness within me and reveal it to her, as if that would
make her more likely to help.
Her eyes trailed down my figure, glazing over the shoes studded with holes and the loose clothes that barely
disguised the frailty of my body.
Once she realized what she was doing, she immediately whipped her head around and marched off. She gripped
the strap of the purse on her shoulder even tighter, as if I would snatch it the second that she lost focus. Her footsteps
were rushed, in a hurry to escape my presence. As if homelessness and desperation were contagious.
Her reaction reminded me of my own from so long ago. The moment where I was sitting in the middle school
library, staring at the computer screen at the vulture. It was a car crash that I couldn’t look away from, but only up
until I realized I was staring and immediately turned away from the sight. And that woman was the same way.
The pit of desolation in my stomach felt like a stone, growing heavier and heavier until it consumed me.
Once, I too had shunned the scavenger. I evaded it for having been so desperate for food that it was willing to take
the scraps of others. I hated it for having been ugly and so gruesome compared to other more alluring birds. And
now, here I was. Having become the very thing I despised.
I squeezed the fast-food bag in my fists and tucked my chin to my chest. I didn’t register the tears as they dripped
down my cheeks.
----My mind was swimming. My legs felt weak and gelatinous, as though my weight had become too much for them
to support. I could feel my kneecaps shake and wrestle with their inherent need to keep me upright.
I just needed to get to the bench. If I could get to the bench, everything would be okay.
However, it was a fruitless attempt. I was too tired to do anything more than collapse on the dried grass, focusing
my bleary eyes on the wooden seat that now seemed unattainable.
The days of watching the pigeons peck at my shoelaces at this very park felt so long ago. I wondered if they were
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even real or if I had simply made them up, replaced my memories with better, softer ones.
The wind scraped my bare arms, and I curled into myself. I wanted to cry, but my tears had dried long ago, and
there were no more left.
It stung. It felt like my connection with humanity had been severed. Bystanders’ perceptions of me had been
beclouded by my lack of material possessions, transforming me into nothing but the lonely scavenger I had despised
for so long. I was no longer living. I could do nothing more than merely exist.
I heard a soft sound of something hitting the grass behind me. Mustering up any remaining strength I had, I
turned my head to look and see who or what was behind me.
It was a vulture. Muddy-brown feathers coated its tucked-in wings, and immense, black pupils punctured my
skin. He did not look anywhere as macabre as the image on the computer years ago, but he too held an intimidating
disposition.
He sat several feet away from me, simply watching.
I knew what he wanted.
And finally, I was willing to accept it.
After all, I knew desperation too.

SOS // Dona Lord
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A New England Dream
Abby Grace Shrader
The days seemed to slip by slower there,
pulsating like the waves that crashed on the rocky shore.
The cottage was modest, as was the man who had helped her rebuild it.
His hands were rough, covered in callouses;
She wore light lilac linen dresses that blew with the wind.
She had never lived on the east coast,
and her accent stuck out like a thorn on a rose.
She drank wine with her red-haired roommate at night, washing away the despair
that had driven her away from her home to there.
He started out as hired help, but now sat alongside her as they watched the waves,
drinking wine for pleasure now.
He was as quiet as the breeze, and their days together
drifted by in a comfortable silence.
He rose with the sun every morning, kissing her head before he slipped away.
The summer would be ending soon,
and all she could do was hope that the days would
continue to go by slowly;
The two of them existing together as it seemed
in a comforting New England dream.

The Mask // Claire Aulenbach

The Day Off // Katrina Bobson
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American Roulette
Charis Morgan
The needle. The stick. The jab. To
dine indoors, to stay employed, to see
your grandfather. But
my body. My flesh. My choice. It’s just telephone
wire – playing pass it along until it ends
someone. But making this political – False
information distorts. – only polarizes – Adverse
effects bleed between the lines: the thrombosis, the myocarditis, the
unknown. The fear. – factions that – No,
we’re a masked ball of dancers and one of us
a witch. – could converge at – Half finger
her womb while the others fondle
her upper arm, once, twice, three times a
bruise. – a better understanding. Now
it’s personal. The selfish. The small minded. The conspiracists. Beware
fake news. If I knew it was fake, why would I – The big
stick. The clotted blood ticking
bombs. How can I falsify – The unneedled
arm murders. – my own mother? We’re
begging you. Spin, click, trip the trigger and
choose who to hate you.

Lower Antelope Canyon AZ // Jennifer Hernandez-Argueta
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The Artisan in Glass // Nolan Scoretz
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About Us

Review Process

Ramifications is an arts and literary magazine. We
showcase student talent through our publication and
strive to reflect the Berry community through our
selections. We have been publishing our magazine for
over 50 years, including genres such as poetry, fiction,
non-fiction, essays, musical compositions, drama, and
all types of visual art.

All submissions are compiled into one anonymous
word document and given to staff members to vote
on. Staff will vote on a scale of 1 to 5 and submit
their scores to the Editor-in-Chief. From there, the
Editor-in-Chief tallies the votes and presents them to
the staff during a selection meeting. The highest voted
pieces are discussed and final selections are made.

Meet the Staff

Editor’s Note
Place – sometimes it is a literal location, an area of land where trees,
birds, animals, roads, buildings, and people reside. However, for
humans, it is rarely ever that simple. Places become infused with our
memories and experiences, with the people who live in these same
locations as we. Stories, jokes, and emotions are shared between
compatriots in halls, rooms, and even along trails. There is something
in the air of a special place we’ve been to that makes that location
reside forevermore in our memory.
Berry is one of many special places for myself. I have found
many great friends, experienced wonderful joy, and have learned much
about myself in my time here. I cannot fathom my college experience
being anywhere except for Berry College, thanks to the great work
being done by students, faculty, and staff alike. There is a certain
unique humanity here which may be reflected in different places
around the world, but is still unique to Berry. There is still much to do
in making this place a home for all, but I know that there are many,
many people striving for that goal.

Art Editor
Jennifer Hernandez-Argueta

Staff
Emma Buoni

Thank you for reading this semester’s issue of Ramifications. I
also want to thank our authors and artists for sharing their pieces with
us for the community to enjoy!
—
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Online Editor
Kayla Slack

Staff
Michael Berry

Staff
Annabelle Norton

